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In this issue
Welcome to the Autumn
issue of New Zealand Author,
now a quarterly publication,
sent out by email to all.
Those happy to relinquish
their print copy to conserve
NZSA funds are encouraged
to make this choice on their
profile or email the office.
In Happenings we hear
of fun and learning times
ahead at this year’s AGM in
the north, and new moves
involving self-publishers and
some small independent
enterprises.
The Executive Director
and President both give their
views of the NZSA scene,
Philippa Werry covers Writers’
Week in Wellington and we
print an abridged version of
Gavin Bishop’s keynote Janet
Frame Memorial address.
Julie Ryan and Lesley
Marshall bring us up to date
with PEN issues, Lee Murray
makes some interesting
discoveries in the world
of speculative publishing
and Rosemary Wildblood
reports on her four weeks
of residency at the Robert
Lord Cottage.
We have two expert
views on how the Trans
Pacific Partnership could
affect authors, Laurice
Gilbert has good news on
the lively Poetry scene, while
Philippa Werry was at the
new incarnation of the old
Learning Media. And sadly,
Auckland members bid
farewell to a much liked and
respected colleague.
Something for everyone,
we hope. See you again in
the Winter.

Enlightenment and fun
just ahead in the north
This year’s NZ Society of Authors National AGM, to be held from
May, 23-25, will be a birthday occasion not to be missed, says
Northland branch Chair, KATHY DERRICK.
The Northland Branch
welcomes you to the National
AGM and the Society’s 80th
birthday at the Riverbank Centre
in Whangarei, over the weekend
of 23–25 May. The Riverbank
Centre is situated halfway along
the Town Basin Sculptural Walk
and is a five-minute walk from
interesting shops and cafés.*
The programme includes:
• Friday evening: Registration,
drinks and nibbles
• Saturday morning: AGM
followed by our president Kyle
Mewburn, talking about issues
affecting writers
• Saturday afternoon: Workshops
and activities
• Saturday evening: 80th
birthday dinner with guest
speaker, Janice Galloway
• Sunday: NorthWrite 2014
Workshop Series.
All events are open to members

This will be a day
of writing pleasure
where we are offering
workshops on editing,
the digital process,
creating character,
creative non-fiction,
world building and
Japanese poetry.

and non-members with the
exception of the AGM itself, which
is open to members only.
We are delighted to have Janice
Galloway as our special guest.
Janice is one of the UK’s most
versatile and gifted writers, the
author of memoirs, novels, short
stories, non-fiction and
collaborative works with visual
artists and musicians. She is a
Fellow at the Otago University,
and comes to us after guest
appearances at the Dunedin
Writers and Readers Festival and

Janice Galloway

Di Menefy

*Please note change in previously advertised venue.

the Auckland Writers Festival. We
are looking forward to her
workshop for writers on Saturday
afternoon and to her entertaining
us on Saturday evening.
Wellington writer Philippa
Werry and Northland writer Diana
Menefy are talking about ways to
approach difficult or contentious
topics. Philippa and Diana are
writers of both fiction and
non-fiction. They are also
experienced researchers and will
be happy to answer questions on
their processes and methods of
dealing with the issues discussed.
For those who like fresh air and
unexpected treasures there is a
visit to Heritage Park where you
can see Jane Mander’s study,
Gustav von Tempsky’s writing
desk and a video presentation of
World War I poetry.
You are invited to stay for our
NorthWrite 2014 Workshop Series
on Sunday. This will be a day of
writing pleasure where we are
offering workshops on editing, the
digital process, creating character,
creative non-fiction, world
building and Japanese poetry.
Profiles of presenters and the
content of the Saturday and
Sunday workshops are available
in detail on the NorthWrite 2014
website (http://northwrite.co.nz/).
For further information please
contact Kathy Derrick on
kderrick@xtra.co.nz or phone
021 2141319.

membership update
Joined: Duncan Morrison, Isabelle McNeur, Andrew Harris, Dana Wensley, Lauri Thorburn, Kathleen
Scott, Francesca Riley, Sharon Johnson, Mike Graham, Karen Zelas, Ryan Marsich, Angela Wilson,
Shona McGrath, Roger Ellis, Melissa Kineal, Emma Timpany, Damien Wilkins (Waitangi Day Honours),
Lisa Boag, Keith Johnson, Robyn Anderson, Annemarie Rawson, Dave Callender, April Chang, Susan
Koster, Carolyn Gillu, Matthew Mole, Pip Murdoch, Helen O’Leary, Louise Walker, Gary Hook, Rosa
Gaete, Angela Walke, Robert Haines, PJ Bayliss, Emma Stevens, Pamela Protheroe, Piet Nieuwland,
Margaret Brosnahan, Bernard O’Donnell, Marianne Hermsen-van wanrooy, Anne Hollier Ruddy, Martin
Edmond (Waitangi Day Honours), Brendan Elks, Paul Sanderson, Teri Buckwell, Catherine Clarke, Hilary
Oxford Smith, Eva Borka, Richard Barry, Chris Nobbs, Jordyn OKeeffe, Maree Anderson, Wendy Megget.
ReJoined: Kineret Yardena, Brindi Joy, Denise O’Hagan, Bob Kerr, Jennifer Horner, Julie Sargisson, Fern
Paulussen, Camille Butler, Sarah Bainbridge, Robert Bolton, Kerry Hines, Jane Barr, Rebecca Amundsen,
Frankie McMillan, Janet McDonald, Desmond O’Connor, Johanna Emeney, Hilary Samuel.
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Happenings

Storylines Trust makes even more
room for author-publishers
In increasing its recognition
of the growing role of
self-published authors, the
Storylines Children’s Literature
Charitable Trust will make space
available for them at its book
fairs this year.
Chair, Dr Libby Limbrick,
and trust members Crissi
Blair and David Ling, said
in a joint statement to NZ
Author that the trust certainly
recognises the contribution
that author-publishers and
small independent publishers
are making to children’s
literature in New Zealand, and
warrant support.
“In recognising ‘self-published’
books we are, this year, inviting
authors and illustrators, who
are publishing their own
books, to apply to exhibit in
the Self-Published Zone at the
Storylines Festival regional
Family Days. They will be given
space to promote their books at
each of the regional Family Days
around the country, although
we will not be allowing them to
sell directly to the public. They
may however contact the local
bookseller at each venue to ask
them to sell on their behalf,”
they said.
In their statement, they
said that the trust had always
been supportive of independent
publishers, and small
publishing enterprises.

In recognising
‘self-published’
books we are,
this year, inviting
authors and
illustrators, who
are publishing their
own books, to apply
to exhibit in the
Self-Published Zone
at the Storylines
Festival regional
Family Days.

Dr Libby Limbrick.

“The other aspect of term
‘indie publishers’, are those who
publish work by other people but
operate completely independently.
A definition from Wiki states ‘The
National Literary Awards defines
independent or indie literature
as ‘books published outside of
mainstream publishing.’ As such
they are stand-alone companies
that are not part of a larger

For in-depth reviews,
comment, opinion, poetry,
letters and a prize-winning
cryptic crossword.

SubScribe today
www.nzbooks.org.nz
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[usually international] group.
They do not always operate in
the mainstream markets (like the
big publishers with their lists of
fiction etc). But some of them do.
Good examples of New Zealand
indies are Gecko, Duck Creek,
Oratia Media, and others in the
general publishing, specialist
history and military publishing
for example, as compared
with Scholastic, HarperCollins,
Penguin, Random.
“Indie publishers might also
include new boutique publishers
– for example Mary McCallum’s
new Makara Press which is
making beautiful, quality books,
but is a beginner enterprise,” the
three trust members said.
“However, Storylines has
supported publishers of all
sorts, including self-publishers,
for many years. Mark & Rowan
Sommerset were included when
they had just started and were
strictly speaking self-publishers –

who have turned out to be very
good publishers (and perhaps
could be the epitome of the indie
publisher, as they still control
their own books from concept to
bookshop). Storylines has also
had stands for Kiwi Write 4 Kids
for many years, many of whom
have published their own books.
“There are indie booksellers
too – Time Out, Poppies, Unity,
The Booklover, Next Page
Please, Dorothy Butler Children’s
Bookshop, Children’s Book
Shop in Christchurch, Page and
Blackmore etc, compared with
Whitcoulls, Paper Plus, Take Note
and so on.
“As always the quality of
books produced is wide and
varied. Some newcomers do a
beautiful job of their books, and
others are shocking. That’s how
it is, and will continue to be
in my humble opinion,” one of
them concluded.

tribute to miles hughes

Inaugural
Waitangi
Day Honours
As part of our new focus on celebrating literary achievement, the
Society awarded four esteemed kiwi
writers the title of Honorary Literary
Fellow in the inaugural Waitangi Day
Honours presented... well, a week
after Waitangi Day.
The Honorary Fellows –
Owen Marshall, Damien Wilkins,
Martin Edmond and Ted Dawe
– each received a speciallycommissioned certificate.
Nominations for 2015 Fellows
will be called at the end of the year.
Right: Ted Dawe
Below Right: Damien Wilkins
Below: Martin Edmond
Bottom: Owen Marshall

Innovation, Involvement,
Perseverance –
a tribute to

Miles Hughes

Miles Hughes, an active and respected member of
the Auckland branch of NZSA, sadly passed away on
February 20th. Fellow branch member Trisha Hanifin
wrote these words on behalf of the NZSA.
Apart from taking over the role
of treasurer of the branch in
2013, Miles, in concert with the
amazing Anita Arlov, was involved
in organizing and supporting two
community literary initiatives,
Inside Out – a monthly open mic
event for writers to share their
work – and spit.it.out – the award
winning spoken-word event at the
2013 Auckland Fringe Festival.
spit.it.out was such a success
that Anita and Miles organized
a truncated programme for
March this year featuring more
than 20 local writers reading
their work in public libraries.
The full programme will resume
next year as part of the biennial
Fringe Festival.
I first met Miles in 2009 when
we both enrolled in our Master
of Creative Writing at Auckland
University of Technology. We
graduated together in 2010.
We were also members of a
writing critique group which met
monthly, often in his home. He
was a thoughtful, generous and
supportive participant.
Miles began writing part-time
in 1988, and in 2007 retired
from his engineering career to
write full time. Since then he

has written and published seven
novels, including a trilogy on the
Knights Templar. He also wrote a
travel narrative and a non-fiction
work on 150 years of New
Zealand shipyards. This work will
become a valuable resource for
anyone interested in maritime
research. His most recently
published novel, Richmond Road,
set in Auckland, is an exploration
of the legacy of the conflicts of
WW1 on survivors and their
families. At the time of his death
he was working on a new Young
Adult novel.
Miles was exceptional not only
for his range and productivity
but also for embracing the
challenges and complexities of
the changing world of publishing.
He was adept at thinking and
working on his feet and was not
afraid to try new spheres such as
indie publishing, e-books, online
marketing and distribution.
In Miles’ memory, the
Auckland branch is establishing
a new achievement award to
recognize involvement, innovation
and perseverance in the field
of indie publishing, all qualities
Miles epitomized. He will be
missed but not forgotten.
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president's report

A simple but solid analogy
During his carpentric home renovations at Millers Flat,
KYLE MEWBURN sees parallels ahead for NZSA.
Putting my faith (rather
optimistically) in our late run of
good weather, I recently embarked
on a long-overdue building project
– a walk-in wardrobe and a pantry
to cling, oyster-like, to the back of
the house.
When I built our house
half a lifetime ago, the design
possibilities were somewhat
limited. By our miniscule budget
on the one hand. By my lack of
building expertise on the other.
In the end we opted for a simple,
open-plan box. There would be
no complex angles or designery
flourishes. No sweeping
panoramas through glazed
facades. No indoor/outdoor flow.
(Unless a single door onto a
deck counted?) And no interior
walls. The main... in fact the
only consideration was that an
inexperienced builder like myself
could complete it without too
many carpentric challenges.
So I did. By myself, mostly.
Over the course of a couple
of years.
The house has certainly stood
the test of time. It is warm and dry
in winter. Cool and airy in summer.
And with almost no painted
surfaces, very low maintenance.

Naturally I’ve always found
space for my books. They don’t
take up much room at all,
surely! Besides, my office is my
space, so any perceived ‘clutter’
is neither here nor there – nor
anyone else’s business.
Meanwhile in the kitchen,
each new season’s preserves,
jams, pickles and chutneys
were piled precariously upon
the historical cache of previous
years’ bounties (we still have
a stash of blackcurrant jam
circa 1997 – what a bountiful
year that was!) in increasingly
inconceivable, inconvenient and
inaccessible spaces, in intricate,
gravity-defying towers which
make me very glad we don’t live
in an earthquake-prone region.
CLOTHES MOUNTAIN

As for the bedroom, the single
wardrobe long ago burst its
banks. An unbroken chain of
clothes mountains divide the
room. Avalanches spill onto the
floor to fill every available space,
burying bedside tables and chairs
(at least I think there’s a chair
under there somewhere) along
the way.
For years now we’ve made do.
We’ve adapted. Time, finances

and competing priorities kept
shunting our storage issues onto
the backburner.
We’ve also rationalised our
inaction with, it must be said,
increasingly unlikely scenarios.
The impact of climate change
on local weather patterns,
coupled with increasing
demands on my free time would
inevitably lead to us having
less produce to preserve. And
the lack of wardrobe space
would surely, ultimately, lead
to a complete overhaul and a
sartorial rationalisation.
Dream on.
The towers of preserves grew
ever higher. Each year another
piece of bedroom furniture
vanished beneath the Savemart
tidal wave.
Tinkering with our storage
options was no longer an option.

REVOLUTIONARY LEAP

There have been minor evolutions
along the way to keep pace with
our changing lifestyle. A couple
of interior walls were added to
create a more private bedroom
downstairs and a suitably quiet
writing space upstairs. The deck
was widened to accommodate
our penchant for al fresco dining.
And the inside composting toilet
was a revolutionary leap forward
after years trekking down to the
long-drop.
One thing that didn’t keep up
with our ever-expanding lives was
the amount of storage space. The
inherent downside of having so
few interior walls is the absence
of ready-made places for the
battalion of shelves, cupboards
and closets required to house all
the stuff one accumulates over
half a sedentary lifetime.
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Avalanches
spill onto the
floor to fill
every available
space, burying
bedside tables
and chairs (at
least I think
there’s a chair
under there
somewhere)
along the way.

And trying to reconfigure our
available meterage to eke out
an extra nook or cranny was
rearranging deckchairs on the
Titanic territory.
A radical solution was required.
I’ve often tinkered with
our house. But this went way
beyond tinkering. An entire wall
would be peeled away, exposing
us to the elements for an
extended length of time. It also
meant exposing the mistakes,
the failings, of my younger, more
impatient, builder self.
Since finishing our house,
I’ve built numerous out-houses,
sheds, chicken coops, shelving
units and bookcases. My
technique has improved. My skill
level has risen. I can process,
circumvent and meet most
challenges – albeit in a very basic
way. (I am no carpenter by any
stretch.) More importantly, I’ve
learnt patience. I know which bits
demand extra attention to detail if
I don’t want to be still muttering
about them 20 years later.
I’m pleased, and relieved, to
report everything is still sound.
Apart from a patch of rotting
eaves caused by a leaky gutter
(which I’ve been putting off
repairing for years now), there’s
no evidence of weakness or
decay. No sign of moisture
damage or woodworms. It’s
reassuring to know there’s no
reason it can’t withstand another
25 years at least.
ADDITIONAL STRENGTH

OK, so the back wall turns out to
be 10 centimetres from true in
places. This has certainly caused
a few complications with the new
extension, but it hasn’t harmed
the house’s structural integrity.
Fortunately I now have the skills
to compensate for my earlier
failings. Soon the inconvenient
lean will not only be concealed
by the square and true addition, it
will also be strengthened by it.
In the process of adding capacity
to our house, we will also gain
solace in the knowledge the existing
structure, our home of 25 years, is
still as solid as it ever was.
My presidential goal for the
coming year is to achieve the
same for the Society. Make of my
analogy what you will.
Now it’s back to the building
site. Long may the golden
weather continue!
Kyle

EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR’S REPORT

Catchy descriptive names needed for three key
NZSA programmes, says Jackie Dennis.
Since joining the Society at
the end of January I have been
getting out to meet writers
and industry representatives at
meetings and events including
New Zealand Festival Writers
Week, the Janet Frame Memorial
Lecture, book launches, branch
meetings and poetry readings.
I’ve met some wonderful people
and have been particularly
impressed with the number of
members volunteering to play a
role in the organization, either
formally or informally, through
participation in meetings and
events around the branches.
Our recent Members Survey
is full of fantastic comments
that have already been useful
and will contribute to my plans
going forward once the Strategic
Review is complete. Highlights
include; members desire to
be able to connect with other
writers, the ability to grow as a
writer by using the programmes
we offer, and the value placed on
the e-news. There will be more
written about it once a thorough
evaluation is complete.
Some of the office activities
that have kept me busy include
preparing the 2013 accounts so
they are audited and ready for
the AGM, reporting on last year’s
funding to Creative New Zealand,
ASB Community Trust and ASIA
New Zealand Foundation, and
preparing and distributing media
releases for happenings around
our awards and programmes – six
in my first six weeks here!
And while we’re on that
subject, some congratulations
are in order. The recipients of the
NZSA Asian Short Story Awards
are Himali McInnes, winner of
the Asia New Zealand Foundation
prize, and Michelle Kan and
Nanditha Ram for second
and third place respectively.
Congratulations also to Jenny
Haworth for receiving the NZSA
Auckland Museum Grant –
National Grant, and to Zoe

Meager and Joelle Thomson who
each received an Auckland Grant.
Applications for the 2014
Mentorship Programmes
have now closed but you can
still apply to the Manuscript
Assessment Programme until
30th May, or for a Manuscript
Appraisal, as this service is open
all year. Many thanks to Kathryn
Burnett who has extended her
time with the Society to manage
the programmes that are in
progress as we go through an
organisational re-structure.
Jan Hughes has also been a
star, keeping accounts and
memberships up to date.
One thing I am keen to do
immediately is re-name the three
core programmes we offer in

...some congratulations
are in order. The
recipients of the NZSA
Asian Short Story
Awards are Himali
McInnes, winner of
the Asia New Zealand
Foundation prize,
and Michelle Kan and
Nanditha Ram for
second and third place
respectively.

preparation for the next round of
funding applications. I would like
each one to have a name that
works like a brand to enhance
awareness and help differentiate
what they do – especially with
the Assessments and Appraisals.
I need your help to come up
with some great names! I used
to facilitate the Script to Screen
FilmUp Mentorship Programme
and this is a good example
of a name that works like a
recognizable brand when they
call for applications each year.
To get your thoughts flowing
here are some key points about
the Programmes – a visit to the
website will give you more detail.
• Assessment Programme is for
writers who have progressed
a specific piece of work to an
advanced stage and require
the objective view of an
experienced assessor. The
writer gets a detailed report
followed by a Q&A with the
assessor. Maximum length of
the manuscript is 100,000
words.
• Appraisal Programme gives
a critical response to a work
in progress with comments
on the technical ability of the
writer and some advice on the
next step. The writer submits a
synopsis and sample chapters
totalling 3,000 to 6,000
words, to three questions they
would like answered, and
they receive a two to three
page report.
• The Mentorship Programme
gives a writer 20 hours with
a mentor over a set period of
time. The writer can discuss
ideas and problems and the
mentor will provide practical
and editorial advice and share
the benefit of their experience
as a published writer.
I look forward to receiving
your suggestions, email me at:
director@nzauthors.org.nz

�

A busy first two
months for new ED

NZSA
Manuscript
Assessment
Programme
seeks
submissions

�

The aim of this
programme is to provide
writers with essential
critical feedback on an
advanced work, moving
it closer to publication.
Manuscripts should be at
2nd or 3rd draft stage in
any genre – the emphasis
being on a completed
work that requires the
objective view of an
experienced assessor to
provide constructive
critiquing and
suggestions for
improvement.
A selection panel will
choose successful projects
that will be matched with
an assessor specializing
in that genre.
Funded with the
generous support
of Creative NZ

Deadline for
applications is

30 May 2014

For application
forms please visit

www.authors.
org.nz
or email

programmes@
nzauthors.org.nz

�
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New Zealand Festival

Identity and community at

Wellington’s

Writers Week
The capital hosted Writers Week in the first half of March and Wellington branch committee
member, PHILIPPA WERRY, found unexpected surprises among the broad range of
noteworthy international speakers.

T

his was the first Writers Week
curated by programme manager
Kathryn Carmody. Interviewed by
the Dominion Post just beforehand,
Kathryn said that she had loved books
ever since she was a small child. Her
mother took her to get her first library card “as
soon as I was eligible – you had to be two,” and still remembers
her walking out with “a pile of books I couldn’t see over”.
All those years of reading have paid off and Kathryn put
together a wonderful programme, with her overall vision
embodied in two words: identity and community. “Readers”
might have gone from the title but not from the content of the
week, with several sessions firmly anchored to the question of
how, why and what we read.
Some popular speakers couldn’t come at the last minute –
Rachel Kushner was shortlisted for an award and Francis
Spufford had to turn back en route, due to a family bereavement
– but ticket holders were still spoiled for choice: 130 writers,
illustrators, journalists, scientists, economists, academics,

8

historians and theologians appearing in more
than 50 daytime sessions at the Embassy Theatre
and the smaller Hannah Playhouse across the
road, as well as three early evening events with
authors Jung Chang and Tom Keneally and
astrophysicist Marcus Chown.
Other venues included the Museum Art Hotel for high teas
with Eat, Pray, Love author Elizabeth Gilbert and Stanford
University academic Terry Castle, the National Library for an
unusual reading experience (“The quiet volume”) and even the
Planetarium. Children could enjoy a sleepover at Te Papa (“The
Curioseum Overnight Adventure”.) Kim Hill broadcast her
Saturday morning programme from upstairs in the St James,
while Unity Books did their usual brilliant job of collecting and
selling books, and attracted special praise from Granta editor
Max Porter: “Unity books!” he enthused, “you lucky people!”
For the children’s literature community, the week turned into a
mini conference with a series of fabulous sessions, illustration
workshops and book launches, punctuated by café visits and
dinners. The visiting Gecko authors proved a particular
drawcard, and a number of people came away with a book not
only signed but also personally illustrated by Leo Timmers.  
One of the joys of Writers Week is the unexpected surprises
which it produces. For me, one was “The real make-believe
world”, a panel session in which Rachel Kushner had been due to
appear. Her replacement was Jamaican-born Kei Miller, a writer
whom I knew nothing about, but who managed to be funny,
serious and entertaining all at once; others must have been
equally captivated, as one of his titles had already sold out on the
Unity stand.
Local speakers included Elizabeth Knox, Anne Kennedy, Jill
Trevelyan, Rebecca Macfie and of course The Luminaries
author Eleanor Catton. The Embassy was packed out when she
delivered the 2014 New Zealand Book Council Lecture. So was
the City Art Gallery later that evening when Gavin Bishop gave
the 2014 Janet Frame Memorial Lecture.

Christopher Pugsley (right), military historian, in conversation with John McCrystal at the Embassy.

Above: Swedish children’s writer Ulf Stark talking to his translator and publisher in New Zealand,

Julia Marshall of Gecko Press. Ulf’s wife Janina Orlov (right), who teaches children’s literature at
Stockholm University, also joined in the conversation.
Left: Leo Timmers.
Photos: New Zealand Festival Image – Pauline Lévêque

You can view some coverage, including video sessions, here: http://www.listener.co.nz/festivals/nz-festival/the-listener-late-sessions-video-collection/
And also on the Booksellers NZ blog: http://booksellersnz.wordpress.com/category/nz-festival-writers-week-2014/
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Janet frame memorial lecture

President of Honour of the New Zealand Society of Authors (PEN NZ INC).
GAVIN BISHOP spoke to a full auditorium at the Wellington City Art Gallery
in his 2014 Janet Frame Memorial lecture in early March, a key event
of Writers Week this year. This is an abridged version of his address
– The Mouth of the Whale (The Power of Pictures).

W

hen I was four years old my parents
the theatre, as I was by the cinema. In fact, when I look back at
took me to see Walt Disney’s
some my early picture books I realise that many of my pictures
Pinocchio. I don’t remember much
are presented like scenes in a play. The characters remain the
about the film except for one image –
same size throughout the book and so do the settings. There are
the gigantic, open mouth of the whale
no long shots, close-ups or cropped images.
that swallowed Pinocchio. It has stayed
VARIED OPINIONS
in my mind as part of my memory bank,
Most people think they know what a picture book is. But
becoming a touchstone, a dynamic reference to use when making
opinions vary enormously. An agent I once had in New York
a picture I hope will impact on young readers and stay with them
said to me quite simply that “picture books are for children who
for the rest of their lives – a picture with power.
can’t read yet.” Others think that a picture book is something
My talk is called The Mouth of the Whale (The Power of
to trifle with when your major life’s work is behind you. But
Pictures) and it is about illustration, the least understood of all
Maurice Sendak, the great American writer/illustrator said,
literary forms. It is the teenager of artistic endeavour. A rebel
“For me, a picture book is a damned difficult thing to do. The
with a cause, constantly seeking approval from the art world;
words and pictures must be combined in a way that makes it
misunderstood by the literary world. For too long it has been
look as if it was easy-dashed off in no time at all. And there is
seen as a device to make a book more attractive or to break up
some fine mystery in this difficult form, a mystery that is the
large blocks of text. I want to show that illustration has a bigger
artist’s business.”
job to do than that. It is part of a storytelling process, closer to
And what do I think? Well, I see a picture book as being very
writing than a work of art. Its place is not on a gallery wall but
like a little movie in many ways. Both art forms start with a story
beside other illustrations within the pages of a book to be read
that is developed into a storyboard where the scenes and
along with the text. And the ideal environment for illustration, is
characters are put in place. The text in the book is included on
a picture book.
the page where as in a movie, it becomes dialogue on the
Much is made of the power of the word but the power of the
soundtrack. The words and the pictures don’t say the same
image is just as enduring. After my first Disney movie, I became
things. Time is involved too, with the turning of the page or the
hooked. Visits to the pictures as I grew older became a regular
running of the film.
and vital part of my life. It was not only the films themselves I
I believe that the best picture books are produced by one
liked, it was the whole experience of going to a matinee –
person – a writer/illustrator. If there are two people involved, the
catching the bus, racing along the street to the theatre, joining
illustrator should feel like an active partner, not just an echo of
the queue to slowly climb the marble steps, slipping through the
the author. And most importantly, the writer and the illustrator
polished brass doors into the lobby and finally arriving at the
should never be doing the same thing. Besides reflecting what is
ticket box to buy a ninepenny seat in the front row.
being said in the text, the illustrations often have to carry
For me it wasn’t only the stories I was absorbed by, it was the
themes and subplots that are sometimes only hinted at in the
pictures. The images from these old movies were simple, yet
text, if mentioned at all. And most of all they must display an
unforgettable. Also, while watching these films, I learned the
originality of vision – fresh, new ways of seeing the ordinary.
language of the cinema. Pictures were presented in long shot,
SENSORY DELIGHT
close-up and ¾ view. This was the stuff of visual story telling.
And although I didn’t know it at the time, it was the stuff of
And the physical picture book when finally published should be
illustration – art that helps to tell a story in a book.
a delight to the senses. The sequence of events that thrilled me
I was much older when I first went to live theatre. The
when going to pictures is exactly what I enjoy about reading a
language of the stage is similar to the cinema in many ways.
picture book.
Natural light is excluded. Artificial light is manipulated. Reality is
First, there is the smell. The cover suggests what attractions
sketchy. Your imagination has to do
might be inside. As you pick up the
a lot of work. But unlike a movie,
book you notice the thickness of the
Technology may eventually change
your viewpoint is fixed by the
binding, the texture of the paper.
its format, but I believe the concept
position of your seat. The players on
Your anticipation builds. The world
the stage stay the same size. There
around you starts to recede. Your
of a picture book, a nimble story
are no close-ups. And the sets are
fingers slide slowly over the dust
told with text and pictures,
often stylized and artificial.
jacket and open the front cover to
I was as profoundly affected by
reveal the endpapers; those
is here to stay for some time yet.
The New Zealand Author #297 April/may/june 2014
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delicious teasers that hint at treasures concealed beyond. As you
turn the endpapers, the credits begin to roll. The half title page
announces the story, then, the title page names the author and
illustrator. And with the turning of that page, the story nestled in
a medley of words and pictures, takes off. Characters are
presented in long shot and close-up, in dramatic perspectives
and plays of shadow and light. Words set the pace. Pictures add
subplots. Simple but complicated. Finally you reach page 32. You
savour the back endpapers and reluctantly close the book. The
world around you slips back into place.
Unfortunately this sensuous experience can be difficult to find
today. There are some wonderfully produced New Zealand
picture books but commercial pressures reduce many books to
shadows of their potential selves. Hard covers and dust jackets
are usually the first to go, followed by endpapers and half title
pages. Generally, a lot of modern New Zealand picture books are
mean and lean. And not only have they been slimmed down
physically but their stories and pictures have been reduced and
simplified to offer a “quick fix” to a busy parent.

TURNING TIDE?
But, is the tide turning? Dr Libby Limbrick from Storylines thinks
so. She said that when choosing the 2013 picture books for the
Storylines Notable Books List, the selection panel, impressed
with the quality of both writing and illustration, increased the
number of notable picture books from 10 to 13.
According to Betty Gilderdale, very few picture books as we
think of them now, were published in New Zealand before 1940
and there were only five in that decade.
Again there were few NZ picture books published in the 1950s.
The Hutu and Kawa books by Avis Acres, with their Pohutukawa
fairy characters, were heavily influenced by the Gumnut Babies
by May Gibbs in Australia.
Among the picture books published in the 1960s were two that
explored Maori themes. Ron Bacon’s The Boy and the Taniwha
and Rua and the Sea People were both illustrated by Para Matchitt.
The 1970s saw a larger number of picture books published.
There were stories firmly grounded in Aotearoa – The House of
the People, again by Bacon and Matchitt, and Maui and the Big
Fish by Katarina Mataira. But it was Eve Sutton’s book My Cat
Likes to Hide in Boxes, illustrated by Lynley Dodd, that pointed
the way to the next 30 years when the picture book scene in New
Zealand found a confident voice to speak to and for our children.

SECOND BILLING
There are many challenges that present themselves to
illustrators. In reviews of picture books, the illustrator is usually
given second billing, if mentioned at all.
Royalties don’t usually reflect the months it takes to produce
the pictures for a picture book and sometimes, original art is not
returned after publication.
In recent years few illustrators have been successful with
applications for funding from Creative New Zealand. The
limitations set by the conventions of a picture book – target
audience, limited number of pages etc., make it extremely
difficult to compete with writers of all literary genre.
Illustrators are affected too by the turmoil that publishing finds
itself in at the moment. There are threats presented by the
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retrenching of multi-national publishing houses, changes to
copyright laws and digital media. E-books seem to offer a fairly
seemless way forward for books of text, but when it comes to
picture books, it can be too expensive to make it worthwhile.

GROWING RECOGNITION
However, besides the many challenges for illustrators, there is
on the other hand more support and recognition available than
ever before.
The LIANZA Russell Clark Award for excellence in illustration
throws a spotlight onto illustration in a way that the NZ Post
Children’s Book Awards do not. And so does the Mallinson
Rendel Illustrators’ Award, presented for the first time in 2011.
And there is more training for illustrators available now.
Tertiary institutions in Wellington, Auckland, Christchurch and
Dunedin offer illustration majors.
Storylines, the Children’s Literature Charitable Trust of New
Zealand, supports several major awards that include the
Storylines Joy Cowley Award for a picture book writer and the
Storylines Gavin Bishop Award for an illustrator. Both offer a
monitory prize and a chance to have some work published.
Since 2006, Te Tai Tamariki New Zealand Children’s Literature
Preservation Trust has toured seven exhibitions of picture book
art with an emphasis on story-telling and “visual literacy”.
The NZ Book Council administers the excellent Writers in
Schools Scheme that offers employment to writers and
illustrators, with the chance to promote their work.
The NZ Society of Authors has welcomed illustrators as full
members for many years now. Their professional services have
been very helpful to me on several occasions.
There are other ways yet to be developed, of raising the profile of
New Zealand picture book illustration. Closer ties with writers and
illustrators in Australia should be considered and I think we should
follow Australia’s lead and establish a Children’s Laureate. It could
raise the profile of not only New Zealand Children’s Literature but
also the importance of literacy for the whole country.
Illustrators should support Te Tai Tamariki in its aim to mount
further exhibitions of picture book art and the processes
involved. And they should celebrate the recent news that the
huge collection of illustration produced for the School
Publications Branch and Learning Media will be properly
preserved and archived.

ROCKS & SKY-ROCKETS
Technology may eventually change its format, but I believe the
concept of a picture book, a nimble story told with text and
pictures, is here to stay for some time yet.
The world of the New Zealand picture book is not a big world
though. There is little room to accommodate large numbers of
illustrators because the market is small and the road into the
future looks to be a rocky one.
But, no matter what challenges lie ahead, I can see the sky
above Picture Book Land full of sky-rockets. There are some
wonderful picture book illustrators in this country, published
and yet-to-be-published. They will instinctively move in the
right directions, making original and idiosyncratic pictures in
paint, collage, Photoshop or Adobe Illustrator – pictures of
power, to become a child’s life-long friend.

pEN NZ report

Poor human rights in
Turkey a concern
More volunteers needed to share the load, says the leader
of PEN NZ, Lesley Marshall. Auckland branch member
Julie Ryan instigated this report.
Muherrem Erbey is a
Turkish Kurd human rights
lawyer who is one of scores of
lawyers, politicians, writers,
journalists, publishers, trade
unionists and academics who
have been imprisoned as part
of a wide-reaching anti-terror
probe into pro-Kurdish
intellectuals, political activists
and civil society organisations
in Turkey.
During the four years since
his imprisonment, Turkey’s
human rights record has
continued to be poor.  Recently
protesters took to the streets
to object to the building of a
shopping centre on Taksim
Geza Park in Istanbul. It is one
of the last parks in the city and
by last July, 3,545,000 others,
across 80 of the 81 one
provinces of Turkey, had joined
in demonstrating against the
destruction of the park and
subsequently for freedom of
assembly and freedom of
expression. During the
protests, police brutality led to
seven deaths, 12 people losing
an eye, and more than 8500
people being injured. The
building project is proceeding.

Julie Ryan

since he is still imprisoned.  In
the margin of the article he
wrote a personal message:
“Dear Lesley,
Thank you postcard for. I not
free 1500 days. Why?
21 March Nabroz Kurdish
Religiot Celebrate
Help me!
Best Regards, Muharrem
Erbey 14.02.2014”

towards a revised framework
that respects the rights of
protesters and journalists
during peaceful
demonstrations, including
more robust protection for
freedom of expression, both in
the law and in the regulation of
the media. In light of this, PEN
calls on the government of
Turkey to:
• Initiate a comprehensive
review of the use of
excessive force by security
forces during the protests;
• Revise law enforcement
officials’ code of conduct so
that journalists’ right to
safely report during protests
is fully respected in future;

PROTECTIVE MEASURES
NEEDED

PEN International says,
“At its best, the Gezi Park
protests involved the peaceful
coming together of myriad
opposition groups in a creative
public forum. A culture of
protest and dissent has been
established amongst a
Oppression doesn’t change previously politically
disenfranchised
people’s minds, only
younger generation.
reduces opportunities.... The emergence of social
media and its enormous
Lesley Marshall, leader of
impact as a vehicle of news and
PEN NZ, sent Muherrem Erbey commentary has also done
a postcard at New Year and has much to challenge the
had a reply in the form of a
traditional print and broadcast
photocopy of an article he
media’s self-censorship, but is
wrote about why he became a
now threatened by a
human rights lawyer. She says
controversial internet law.
PEN calls on all political
presumably his wife helped
actors in Turkey to work
him with arranging this reply

Lesley Marshall

• Bring an end to the judicial
harassment of writers,
journalists and artists
engaging in legitimate
criticism of senior
government figures;
• Cease all investigations into
individuals for the peaceful
exercise of their right to
freedom of expression online;
• Overturn the regime of
online censorship and
surveillance initiated by the
new Internet Law;
• Take steps to end the culture
of intimidation and
self-censorship paralysing the

mainstream media in Turkey;
• Make necessary reforms to
public bodies like TMSF
(savings & insurance fund)
and RTÜK (broadcasting
regulator) in order to
safeguard the independence
and health of the
media sector.

MORE HELP NEEDED
International  PEN is keeping
track of 700 prisoners like
Muherrem Erbey.
Lesley Marshall editline@
xtra.co.nz will be glad to hear
from you if you wish to join the
team and write to one such
writer in prison or send e-mails
to representatives of their
government in New Zealand.
Lesley would forward an
e-mail for you to adapt, e.g.
Your Excellency
I am deeply concerned
about writers in your country
– and in particular
Muharrem Erbey, who has
been in contact with me from
his prison. PEN International
has recently produced a
report on human rights in
Turkey, looking particularly
at the Gezi Park Protests, and
I enclose the executive
summary as an attachment to
my letter. I feel strongly that it
is a basic human right to
have freedom of speech, and
that the writers of Turkey are
acting as the voice of the
Turkish people, and therefore
need the freedom to be that
voice. Oppression doesn’t
change people’s minds, only
reduces opportunities for
people to participate in
discussions and negotiate a
better life for their children
and their country. Please
pass on my concerns to the
relevant authorities, along
with this letter and the
document, and I hope that for
Muharrem Erbey and the
other brave writers in your
country, the authorities will
act to improve the human
rights record of your
beautiful country.
Yours sincerely
Lesley Marshall
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Publishing

Speculative publishing

fills a new era void
In difficult times, New Zealand’s small presses are hanging in there,
using a wide range of skills to publish quality science fiction and fantasy.

S

plashdown Books, run by Grace
Bridges, is one such indie press,
actively favouring speculative
stories with a local flavour,
and offering hands-on training in
publishing management. Bridges ascribes
Splashdown’s success to its “unique
personal contact acquisitions method,
an author-team creative structure,
international vision, and a determination
for excellence.” It’s an approach that
appears to be working as Splashdown’s
titles have collected a dozen award
recognitions to date. But it took the
creation of a whole new world to achieve
part of this.
Bridges explains: “I created the Avenir
Eclectia project as a playground where
speculative writers could build a world
together. All the stories take place in the
same story-world – each author chooses
their own corner of it to work on, or
collaborate with others, with content
subject to approval to ensure a unified
approach. Whether science fiction,
fantasy or paranormal, we have room for
all kinds of stories in the various settings
of this world: space stations and ships,
underwater cities, deserts with volcanoes
and giant insects, telepathic sea
creatures both good and evil, and
mind-controlling space parasites. Stories
continue to be published on the website
(http://www.splashdownbooks.com/
avenir-eclectia), and we’ve produced our
first novel-length anthology containing
138 flash-fiction pieces by 18 authors.”
So is this anthology concept a
cornerstone of Splashdown’s strategy?
Certainly Bridges sees some benefits:
“Our authors have commented that these
projects really bring people together. It’s a
chance to meet like-minded writers, find
collaboration partners, and much more. Of
course, after I have worked with someone
as an anthology contributor, I’m far more
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While many mainstream
publishers are essentially
abandoning New Zealand,
a quartet of small presses
in science fiction and
fantasy are holding their
ground and employing
collaborative, collective,
and innovative approaches
writes LEE MURRAY.
Lee’s speculative fiction
appears in numerous
e-zines and anthologies.
She has twice won the
Sir Julius Vogel Award
for science fiction fantasy
writing, and her short
fiction has received
international recognition.
Visit her at www.
leemurray.info
likely to consider publishing their entire
novel! It brings a personal factor into all
our author relationships. And the more
contributors there are in an anthology, the
more the social media buzz can be
multiplied, which along with each author’s
personal sales, results in better stats.”

ANTHOLOGY FORMAT
Random Static’s writer-publisher
Andi Buchanan, co-editor (under the
name Anna Caro) of three successful
speculative fiction anthologies, cites

similar advantages.
“Editing the A Foreign Country and
Regeneration anthologies introduced me
to local writing and authors I was
previously unaware of (some of whom I
now consider friends), and offered a great
opportunity to work with people I already
admired. The anthology format also
allowed us to take a chance on some
stories that I loved, but were perhaps
more experimental or not to everyone’s
taste. With a novel, people either like it or
they don’t, but with a varied and well put
together collection, most people should
be able to find something they like,” says
Buchanan. “The local speculative fiction
writing community is quite close, and
authors (and others) were really happy to
lend expertise in getting the book out
there. Publishing through a micro-press
gives you a lot of freedom, but you can be
missing some of what you might have with
a larger publisher. To some extent,
community and networks fill the gaps. Of
course, having lots of authors significantly
extends your networks.”
“Another advantage of short fiction
anthologies is the inclusion of a range of
voices who may not otherwise be heard.
In this case, New Zealand writers who can
be shut out from some (though definitely
not all) of the overseas publications, or
who are expected to ‘de-kiwi-fy’ their
writing for an international audience.”
Tales for Canterbury, Random Static’s
charity anthology, was, in Buchanan’s
words, “at once a similar and very
different experience.” Buchanan’s
co-editor and friend, Cassie Hart, emailed
her the idea on the day of the February
22nd earthquake and it grew, quite
rapidly, from there. “All in all, we raised a
total of $4,132.00 for the Red Cross
Earthquake Appeal,” says Buchanan. “As
it was a fundraiser, neither the authors
nor editors were paid, and given our very

tight timeframe, many of the stories were
reprints. That was not at all a bad thing
– some great stories got exposed to a still
wider audience, but it did mean we had to
think about the legal side in a way we
hadn’t before. Again, networks were key,
and we ended up with contributions from
some well-known authors.”
This all sounds idyllic, but both
publishers admit there is more work
involved. “You have to like spreadsheets
almost as much as you like fiction,” quips
Buchanan. Likewise, Bridges says, “It can
be challenging to organise and
administrate an anthology made up of so
many parts. It’s a lot of work – more than
an ordinary novel, but so worth it.”

BITE-SIZED TERROR
The new kid on the block is Paper Road
Press, run by Sir Julius Vogel winning
editor, Marie Hodgkinson. A graduate
of Whitireia Diploma in Publishing,
Hodgkinson launched Paper Road Press
in 2013 with a charity collection of flash
horror fiction by 27 writers entitled Baby
Teeth: Bite-sized Tales of Terror. “More
authors is great for generating publicity,”
says Hodgkinson, “particularly when they
are as enthusiastic as the Baby Teeth
team. My work on Baby Teeth has brought
me into closer contact with New Zealand
authors and their work, including Paul
Mannering and Debbie Cowens,” both of
whom Paper Road Press will publish in
2014. As a charity book Baby Teeth was
funded by a crowd funding campaign with
the authors volunteering their stories
for no financial return. “I imagine people
are keener to support a charity crowd
funding exercise, even if they are not a fan
of a book’s particular genre or focus. For
commercial books you risk cannibalising
post-release sales if your major audience
has already pre-ordered through the
crowd funding campaign, but this risk
can be mitigated by publicity attention
surrounding the campaign, bringing it
to the attention of more people,” says
Hodgkinson, who recently launched a
kickstarter for Paul Mannering’s comic
sci-fi novel Engines of Empathy, to be
released in late April. “With Engines of
Empathy there is only a single author
and no charity element, so people have
to really be interested in the book to get
involved – it’s a great feeling when they
do!” And there’s more short fiction in the
works as Hodgkinson plans an e-book-only
line of New Zealand science fiction and
fantasy novellas entitled Shortcuts. “These

Splashdown’s Grace Bridges – new world created.

will be e-books of 10,000 to 20,000 words,
with strong connections to Aotearoa, New
Zealand. We’re currently seeking up to six
stories for publication in 2015.”

PLUCKY RISK-TAKER
Since its arrival on the scene three years
ago, boutique publisher Steam Press has
scaled publishing mountains, establishing
a solid toehold with two award-winning
titles enjoying sales in the thousands. The
press was created because its publisher,
Stephen Minchin, believed that New
Zealand’s speculative fiction writers
shouldn’t have to send their work offshore
to have any hope of seeing it in print. He’s
a risk-taker, pluckily tackling quirkier
manuscripts like Michael Morrissey’s
Tropic of Skorpeo, and providing
handholds for emerging Kiwi talent,
releasing 19-year-old Summer Wigmore’s
debut novel The Wind City. However,
Steam Press’ recent crowd funding project
for Angels and Automatons, a West

Whether science fiction,
fantasy or paranormal, we
have room for all kinds of
stories in the various settings
of this world: space stations
and ships, underwater cities,
deserts with volcanoes and
giant insects, telepathic sea
creatures both good and
evil, and mind-controlling
space parasites.

Coast steampunk anthology, fell short
of its target. Certainly, the premise was
exciting, but, on this occasion at least,
readers stayed away.  
Perhaps steampunk has a smaller
following in this country? Minchin
suggests a larger number of better known
authors might have made a difference.
One positive is that he’s avoided investing
heavily in a book which might have no
market here, as very often sales of local
genre fiction don’t cover the publishing
costs. “Our authors are writing good
stuff,” Minchin asserts, “but for
commercial success a book needs to
explode overseas, to break into the US
and UK markets.”
Minchin is hanging on by his fingernails
for that breakout book, but for how long?
Unless our writers use their social and
professional networks to spread the word,
unless readers can be encouraged to get
behind our small presses and buy their
books, then, as Minchin points out, “the
future of publishing here may be that
there won’t be publishers.”
For the moment though, the future
looks promising. New Zealand’s small
presses are hanging in there, using all
their marketing creativity and
collaborating with authors in order to
publish quality Kiwi science fiction and
fantasy: Random Static publishing
collections annually, Paper Road Press
with its upcoming Shortcuts editions, and
Splashdown launching Waitemata Books,
an imprint dedicated to Kiwi-themed
stories in this genre.
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Residency

A little gem of a writers’
residency in the heart of

scarfie land
Wellington writer Rosemary Wildblood found her four weeks of residency at the
Robert Lord Cottage earlier this year to be both enjoyable and productive.

B

uilt in 1909, the Robert Lord
Writer’s Cottage in Dunedin
combines old world charm
with everything a writer could
want, including a sunny front
parlour to write in, a spacious double
bedroom and a quaint dining area with
its authentic, black-leaded fireplace. The
hearth is purely ornamental these days as
a heat pump secreted in the ceiling purrs
out its warmth throughout the house.
A tiny, but well designed kitchen and
bathroom complete the indoor amenities,
while outside at the back there’s a
delightful courtyard to sit and dream
in and a sturdy shed that houses the
washing machine and dryer.
Before his death in 1992, Robert Lord,
who was one of New Zealand’s best-loved
playwrights, established the Writers
Cottage Trust for the future benefit of
New Zealand writers. From its inception,
the writers’ cottage was associated with
the Children’s Writer in Residence at
University of Otago, whose out of town
recipients have been glad to access this
accommodation. There is now a formal
partnership between the Trust and the
University of Otago.
Other writers can apply for short-term,
rent-free residencies throughout the year,
ranging from a few weeks to a few months,
resulting in a fascinating list of novels,
plays, biographies and various other
projects undertaken at the cottage. My
own residency, to work on a novel, was for
only a few precious weeks at the beginning
of 2014, but even in the limited time I
could manage, I surprised myself with the
amount of writing and research I achieved.

PALPABLE PRESENCE
I don’t believe in ghosts, but Robert’s
presence was palpable throughout his
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there offers excellent coffee and quiche. My
forays to the south included visits to the
Hocken Library, the Otago and Settlers’
museums and the Chinese Garden.

OPTIONAL SECLUSION

wee house, evidenced by the artworks,
artifacts, china ornaments and posters
dotted about the rooms and hallway
and his face, chin on hand, gazed at me
encouragingly from a photo above the
desk. Robert was tall and I am short and
although I could just about reach most
things, the light switch high above the
kitchen alcove defeated me. I had to resort
first to a telegraph cucumber and later to
a long-handled soup ladle to activate it,
but can assure concerned readers no salad
vegetables or kitchen utensils were harmed
in this oft-repeated exercise.
A bout of feverish writing provides a
good excuse if you don’t always feel like
cooking. Besides, being close to George
Street with all it has to offer in shops and
cafés, there is every kind of takeaway and
an excellent bakery only minutes around
the corner in Great King Street. These
outlets cater mostly to the local student
population and some writers have
mentioned the noise from the students
coming and going, but I’d argue this is to
be expected in the heart of scarfie land. I
experienced very little rowdiness – or at
least none that bothered me because it
was short-lived – from people in the
street outside.
If the need to expend some physical
energy arises, it’s a pleasant walk north
from the cottage to the Botanic Gardens,
with an optional climb up to the aviaries and
some great views over the city, and the café

It is obvious from the residents’ diary
that some writers have valued their utter
seclusion in the cottage, but although the
place is unsuitable for families because of
its compact size, it can certainly stretch
to a couple. I’m glad in my case that
my husband Doug came with me. He’s
been learning piano at evening classes
for the last three years, so he brought
along a portable keyboard and was able
to practise in the dining room while I
commandeered the writing desk in the
front room. Thus engaged, we often lost
all sense of time until hunger prompted us
to reunite.
I was glad to have him as a chauffeur
when we drove over the rather scary
gravel road through Waipori to Lawrence,
which nevertheless rewarded us with
some breathtaking scenery and a wealth
of information along the way. We also
drove to other parts of Central Otago,
visiting not only old gold diggings but
places like the historic Hayes Engineering
in Oturehua. The city itself offered many
incidental delights including a play at
Fortune Theatre, a cinema visit and an
early music performance in Dunedin
Public library.

FRIENDS NEW AND OLD
Even when a writer’s determinedly lying
low, others soon track them down. I
was delighted when Karen Trebilcock
suggested she drive me to the Otago/
Southland branch of NZSA “bring a
buddy” lunch at Jackie Ballantyne’s lovely
home in Port Chalmers. This gathering
proved to be one of the highlights of my

stay, where I found more than a few old
friends as well as some interesting new
ones. It’s well known to most of us that
a huge benefit of belonging to the New
Zealand Society of Authors is that you’re
never among strangers no matter which
New Zealand city you’re in, and it can be
amazing who you run into in places like
the University Book Shop.
If my residency had been longer, I’d
have made contact with the English
Department at University of Otago and
attended the Friday morning tea there,
an invitation permanently on offer to
residents in the cottage. Because I took
up residence before the beginning of
term and the latter weeks went by so
quickly, I didn’t, but I can see how useful
it would be for writers to make those
contacts. All too soon I was packing up
to leave again, equipped with a wealth of
information, not least from the helpful
Hocken Library staff who’d provided me
with useful tips on follow-up sources.
Living in Dunedin – as opposed to
flying in and out for a brief work trip or
short holiday – felt wonderfully different.
It enabled me to identify much more
closely with the inhabitants and their
history in this most gracious of southern
cities. The Robert Lord Cottage Writers
Trust relies on the goodwill of volunteers

_Digital newspapers
_Digital magazines
_Book printing
_PhotoBooks
_Resource books
_TransPromo
_Books on demand
_Versioned newsletters
_Learning materials

Books of one

TruePress

Talk to us about wholesale rates
operations@printstop.co.nz

Robert Lord Cottage in Dunedin

Rick Shera

who give freely of their time and, having
long operated on that side of the fence
myself, I know just what this involves. I
truly appreciated my time in the cottage
and envy those who follow me.
Applications for residencies in the
Robert Lord Writers Cottage are
administered by Playmarket. See www.
playmarket.org.nz/opportunities or send
enquiries to director@playmarket.org.nz.
Next closing date: 1 June 2014
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TWO POINTS OF VIEW

Libraries, library users,
copyright and the TPPA
Tony Millett was a senior librarian at the University of Waikato
Library from 1968 to 2005. He is currently Chair of the LIANZA Standing
Committee on Copyright, and has written extensively on copyright
issues affecting libraries and their users.

T

he TPPA (TransPacific Partnership
Agreement)
is a free-trade
agreement
currently being negotiated
between 12 countries,
including the US and NZ. Like
many free-trade agreements, the
negotiations cover many areas other than
trade – the control of access to medicines
and intellectual property including
copyright, for example. Unfortunately the
TPPA negotiations are being conducted
in secret, although there have been a
number of leaks that give some insight
into what is being considered. As with
most bilateral agreements, the US is
pressing the other participants to bring
their laws and regulations (including
copyright) into line with those of
America, although it is understood that
this is being resisted by some of the other
countries, including NZ. Very worrying is
that last December’s WikiLeaks indicated
little possibility of America opening its
borders to additional beef and dairy
imports in the foreseeable future, so there
is considerable likelihood that the NZ
Government may end up (among other
things) selling our copyright heritage for a
mess of pottage.
LIANZA, the Library and Information
Association of NZ Aotearoa, is very
concerned at the possible implications of
the TPP IP negotiations on NZ libraries
and their users. These concerns may be
grouped under six headings:
(1) Possible re-introduction of a
ban on parallel importing. Most
large libraries order books, journals and
other library materials (other than those
published in NZ) through specialist library
suppliers located in the countries of
publication, and because of the volume of
business are able to obtain these at much
cheaper rates, and considerably more
quickly, than would be the case if forced
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to order through NZ suppliers.
The re-introduction of a ban
on parallel importing would
increase library costs and
therefore result in far fewer
books and other materials
being acquired, which would
be to the detriment of authors and
publishers, and of present and future
library users.

that permit libraries, under prescribed
conditions, to make copies for their own
users or for the users or collections of
other libraries, and for preservation or
replacement purposes. The continuation
of these exceptions is vital if libraries
are to fulfil their role, and any additional
restrictions would greatly impede their
ability to meet the needs of writers and
other users.

(2) Possible extension of
copyright duration. Copyright
duration in NZ has been the life of the
author plus 50 years since 1913. Certainly,
any extension beyond this period will be
of no benefit whatsoever to the creators
of literary, artistic or musical works – they
are long dead; rather, it will benefit only
large corporate organisations that claim
copyright ownership of the original works.
Extension of copyright duration will have a
negative impact on libraries and their users
– digitisation projects will be delayed, it
will be even more difficult than it is at
present to trace copyright owners, and the
re-use of currently out-of-copyright works
in new publications will be restricted,
thereby limiting both creativity and the
production of new knowledge.

(5) Possible increase in the
protection given to TPMs.
Technological protection measures
prevent works from being utilised in ways
that are permitted under NZ copyright
law – for example, by preventing DVDs
produced in overseas countries from
being played on NZ players. An increase
in the protection given to TPMs will result
in library users being deprived of their
rights and prevented from doing things
that are currently lawful.

(3) Possible restrictions on “fair
dealing” provisions. The “fair dealing”
provisions of the Copyright Act permit
use of in-copyright works for criticism or
review, for reporting current events, and
for research or private study under already
tight restrictions. Any further tightening of
these provisions will impede research and
scholarship, and prevent legitimate re-use,
to the disadvantage both of creators and
users of literary and artistic works, and of
society as a whole.
(4) Possible changes to library
copyright exceptions. The
Copyright Act, recognising that one of the
primary purposes of libraries is to make
published information available to their
users, provides a number of exceptions

(6) Possible changes in the
balance of copyright law. Good
copyright law is a balance – a balance
between encouraging the creativity and
protecting the rights of authors and
publishers, and providing for the needs
of society to benefit from and make use
of the ideas and knowledge incorporated
within publications. In LIANZA’s view,
any changes to NZ copyright law must
be in the best interests of writers and
copyright owners – of course – but also
in the best interests of users of copyright
works, libraries, and educational and
research institutions.
We will not know definitively what is in
the TPPA until the final agreement is
signed and changes to copyright law have
been proposed. In the meantime, we need
to be vigilant and, where the opportunity
arises, lobby for the best possible outcome
for authors and publishers, for libraries
and users of copyright works, and for NZ
society as a whole.
tony.millett@xtra.co.nz

The TPPA

– What could it
mean for Authors?
The TPPA has the potential to make big changes to our copyright law,
says Rick Shera, a partner at law firm Lowndes Jordan.

T

he Trans Pacific Partnership
Agreement (TPP) is a
multilateral treaty being
negotiated between Australia,
Brunei, Chile, Canada, Japan,
Malaysia, Mexico, New Zealand, Peru,
Singapore, the United States, and
Vietnam. Negotiations started in 2010 and
were scheduled to conclude in 2012 and
then in 2013. That didn’t happen.
Although there have been leaks at
various stages, the negotiation text of the
treaty is kept confidential to the parties,
so it is difficult to know how close we are
to reaching agreement. Indications are
that there are major sticking points in
several areas and, with the US election
due this year, it is possible that it will not
be finished anytime soon. There are also
vociferous opponents of TPP or specific
parts of it, in particular from an
anti-globalisation anti-Big Corporate
perspective or those with concerns about
intellectual property overreach.
TPP is described as a free trade
agreement, but it is much more than that.
It is expected to cover trade in goods,
tariff reduction, rules of origin, trade
remedies and international dispute
resolution, sanitary and phytosanitary
measures, technical barriers to trade,
trade in services, intellectual property,
government procurement and competition
policy. Its promoters describe it as a
comprehensive, gold standard, 21st
Century, future proofed agreement.
Unlike many international treaties, it is
very prescriptive, giving rise to an
expected 1,000+ pages of legal text
divided into chapters dealing with each
topic, each of which is negotiated by
separate teams from each country. So for
example, while our Ministry of Foreign
Affairs and Trade has overall
responsibility, the intellectual property
chapter is negotiated by the IP Policy

Extension of the term
of copyright

TPP is described as a free
trade agreement, but it is
much more than that. It is
expected to cover trade in
goods, tariff reduction, rules
of origin, trade remedies
and international dispute
resolution, sanitary and
phytosanitary measures,
technical barriers to
trade, trade in services,
intellectual property,
government procurement and
competition policy.
Group from the Ministry of Business
Innovation and Employment. Trade-offs in
the negotiation may therefore occur
within chapters or larger ones may
eventuate when bottom line issues that
have bubbled up from each chapter
negotiation are played off against each
other by Ministers in the final rounds.

AREAS TO WATCH FOR
For the intellectual property chapter,
which has the greatest potential impact
on authors, you can see therefore there
are many opportunities for our IP settings
to be changed as negotiation moves within
the chapter and within the agreement as a
whole. Some areas to look out for are:

In New Zealand, copyright subsists in
a book for the life of the author plus 50
years. Typically, when an author enters
into a publishing contract, that copyright
is assigned or licensed to the publisher for
that full term, although more enlightened
publishers are willing to discuss automatic
reversions or shorter terms. The proposal
in TPP is for the copyright term to be
brought into line with the US at life
plus 70 years, which is what the US
extended it to a while back when Mickey
Mouse was about to fall out of copyright
protection. Most people, including our
officials negotiating the TPP, consider this
extension unwarranted. The modern day
rationale for copyright — encouraging
creativity and the spread of knowledge by
granting creators a limited monopoly — is
not well served by an extension when we
know that a vanishingly small proportion
of books will still be being sold even 10
years after first publication. In fact, as
a study last year showed, despite more
books being written nowadays, there are
more books available on Amazon from the
19th and early 20th century than there
are from the copyright protected later
20th Century and the 21st.

STRONGER PENALTIES POSSIBLE
If you’re a fan of locking up copyright
tighter than it is at the moment, then
you’ll also like the proposals to criminalise
copyright infringement and to impose US
style statutory damages which have seen
small scale private infringement being hit
with million dollar lawsuits.

Parallel imports
An early proposal by the US to allow
copyright owners to veto parallel imports
would be met with horror by most New
Continued on page 23
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Poetry thriving in
Poetry

21st Century En Zed
Despite what you might’ve heard, the poetry scene
here is alive and kicking, says President of the
Poetry Society, LAURICE GILBERT.

P

oetry frequently enters my
conversations, often because
someone I’ve just met asks  what I
do. Many people say they love it, without
going so far as to actually buy any to read.
Sometimes that’s evidence of a generation
gap – those educated on a steady diet of
Shakespeare, Shelley and Coleridge can
(and do) quote much of it, at length.
In February I took the long-listed poems I
was judging for a competition to a weekend
social event. When conversation slowed late
on Friday night, due to an unaccountable
shortage of dry white, I started to re-read
the poems. Someone I see only at such
events showed interest, so I passed her
those I was moving to the short-list. Before
long she asked what made them poetry,
particularly a prose poem I eventually chose
as one of the 10 finalists.
Before I could answer, she added that as
far as she’s concerned it‘s not poetry if it
doesn’t rhyme and have meter. Since her
mind was already closed, I gave her my
default spiel – that we don’t expect today’s
music to sound like Beethoven or Bach,
and literature (along with everything else)
has evolved, etc. That never satisfies the
classicists, but on her husband’s advice my
friend let it go, preferring not to spoil a
beautiful friendship.

SHOT GLASS JOURNAL

Laurice Gilbert is
President of, and magazine
editor for, the New Zealand
Poetry Society, with poems
published in many New
Zealand and international
journals and anthologies,
both in print and online. She
is the current Featured Poet
International at Muse-Pie
Press (USA), and published
her first collection, My
Family & Other Strangers, in
December 2012. Laurice is
presently working on a joint
collection with Portuguese
poet Hugo Kauri Justo.

PRACTICAL CATS
When I was at secondary school in the late
60s, the closest we came to contemporary
poetry was T.S. Eliot’s The Waste Land
(1922) and Old Possum’s Book of
Practical Cats (1939). Later (i.e. long
after I left school), the War Poets spent
time in the English curriculum, exposing
my children to another era. As for quoting:
not so much. Madonna’s more their style.
In 1970, Denis Glover visited our 7th
Form (Year 13) Liberal Studies class (note:
not English class). I would love to boast, “I
heard Glover himself reading The Magpies”

contemporary New Zealand poetry expand
exponentially over seven years of running
the New Zealand Poetry Society.1 I’ve
attended readings, open mics, book
launches and Poet Laureate
announcements. I’ve  applauded the
introduction and spread of spoken word
and slam poetry, and I was as excited as
the next poet (over 100 of us) to attend
the inaugural National Poetry Conference
in Havelock North last November.
I confidently assert that nowadays New
Zealand is full of poets. Rhyming or not,
metric or otherwise, they’re beavering
away in large and small groups, in
academic courses and living room
workshops, in cafés, pubs, pizza
restaurants, libraries, university common
rooms and book stores. Like Glover, they
go into schools. They might not be as
visible as in Colombia or Nicaragua, where
poets are celebrities and every taxi driver
can quote them, but on the Poetry Society
website alone there are 33 groups listed on
the Regular Events page; those are just the
ones we know about.

and I probably did, but all I remember is his
extraordinarily red nose. He was the only
NZ poet I knew of until Baxter’s The Rock
Woman (Oxford University Press, 1969)
appeared as the token NZ poetry volume on
the Victoria University English 101 required
text list. At least it was current; in Second
Year we were back to Spenser, Milton and
Wordsworth. (I got an A.)
That was long ago, and I’ve watched

Few of these poets are obvious to even the
literature-savvy public – many of them take
years to develop the confidence to share
their work. Some never do. But for every
Jenny Bornholdt or Glenn Colquhoun,
there are a dozen more poets having their
work featured in Shot Glass Journal or
Valley Micropress or Tuesday Poem,
or making YouTube videos, or entering
competitions. Some of them, let’s be
honest, aren’t very good. But that shouldn’t
stop people from creating (or playing
sport, or enjoying any other endeavour).
Not everyone aspires to a Masters in
Creative Writing or publishing a collection.
It’s enough that they’re involved.
Furthermore, despite the public’s
reluctance to spend money on poetry,
small Presses – Seraph, Puriri, Sudden
Valley and Mākaro, for example – are
increasingly picking up the slack left by an
ever-diminishing posse of mainstream
publishers who find poetry uneconomic to
produce. Self-publishing is easier than
ever, thanks to the internet, and calling it
‘vanity publishing’ is passé. We support and
buy each other’s poetry. There are poets in
every suburb and, given sufficient
encouragement, the persistent ones will
improve. Tomorrow’s classic poet is today’s
keen beginner, and we all have to start
somewhere. Unlike Super Rugby
franchises, more is better.

1 Aim: “to advance education by promoting, developing and supporting poetry and poets in New Zealand.”
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EDUCATIONAL WRITING

New era for
the School Journal

T

he buzz of conversation showed
that for those who attended –
over 150 people – it was a great
chance to catch up with friends and
colleagues. As well as writers, illustrators,
photographers, videographers, editors,
designers, writing tutors, literary agents  
and manuscript assessors, the audience
included representatives from CORE,
Huia and Chrometoaster, who are –
along with Lift Education and several
other companies - on the MoE supplier
panel which replaced Learning Media’s
preferred provider status in 2012.
Lift Education had worked hard to
spread the word about this meeting, and
the presentation was also live-streamed to
over a hundred people around the
country.  Neale Pitches (CEO of South
Pacific Press and Lift Education) made a
big effort to address and include those
who were attending in this way.
Apparently there were some problems
with the live-streaming – some virtual
attendees found it hard to hear, or
couldn’t see the PowerPoint slides – but,
as Neale commented, this was a
demonstration of both the opportunities
offered and the challenges faced by the
new world of digital media!
An edited version of the presentation is
available on both the Ministry’s and
Lift’s websites.

NEW PUBLICATION MODEL
The evening was divided into three
sections. First of all Kirsty Farquharson
(Senior Manager, Curriculum Teaching
and Learning, Ministry
of Education) talked
about the Instructional
Series for students
(from New Entrants
to Year Eight) and
explained the changes
involved with the
move to a panel of
providers and to greater
digital access.
The initial
appointments to the
panel for the providers
are for three years, after
which the contracts might
be extended, or the MoE

New Zealand writers and
artists who contribute to
the School Journal and
other similar educational
resources were dismayed last
year by news of the demise
of Learning Media, and
uncertain as to what would
take its place. Many of their
questions were answered
at a three-hour meeting
organised for the Ministry of
Education by Lift Education
on Monday 3 March 2014
at Te Papa, Wellington.
Phillipa Werry was there.
might go back to the market. Lift
Education has the contract for the
Instructional Series, which began in
November 2013 and runs until October
2015, although they did publish some
issues of Connected with Chrometoaster
under the new model earlier in 2013. (You
can read more about this, and the extra
Google Slides content, here: http://www.
lifteducation.com/connected-a-print-anddigital-resource/)
From now on, all work for the
Instructional Series, including writing, will
be commissioned and all copyright will be
assigned to the Crown. (Those who have
contributed to

Learning Media in the recent past will be
aware that there had already been a move
to all copyright being assigned to the
Crown as a result of this new
commissioning model.
The new model also means that
payments to contributors will therefore be
on a one-off basis, rather than an initial
payment with later payments for re-use of
material in different formats. The MoE
feels this style will work better in a digital
environment, and better reflect wider
Crown purchasing arrangements.

MEETING THE LIFT TEAM
After a break for tea and coffee, editors
working on the Instructional Series at Lift
Education (all of whom have come from
Learning Media) introduced themselves
and described the different parts of the
series in terms of age, reading levels
and content. We heard from Bernadette
Wilson (Ready to Read), David Chadwick
(Junior Journal, School Journal Level
2 and Connected), Susan Paris (School
Journal Levels 3 and 4) and Alex Collins
(School Journal Story Library).  
Adam Pryor spoke about Design, and
Alex Collins explained how the
submission process would work with all
work now being commissioned. The
commitment to using NZ and Pasifika
writers and illustrators was stressed, as
was the fact that Lift Education is still
looking for engaging work that has a
specifically Kiwi voice.

VARIOUS QUESTIONS
The final section was taken up with
questions from those present. Other
questions which had been
sent in beforehand
were answered during
the evening, and Neale
promised to post FAQs for
some which they couldn’t
answer straightaway.
A number of questions
focused on payment issues,
especially fair payment for
re-use, and a fervent plea
was voiced for a raise in
illustration pay rates. Not
said, but since clarified by
Continued on page 23
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writer's resource

Free Leaflets
for members
Members can download leaflets
for free from the members only
section of the website. Members
can also purchase hard copies
for $1.50 each or $15 for the
set + $2 postage. Copies are
available to non-members for
$3.50 each or $28 for the set
+ p&p

Getting Published
Offers support to new writers in
the process of getting published.
$16 members
($21 non-members)
Marketing Your Book
Everything you need to know
about marketing your book. $16
members
($21 non-members)

Copyright

Writers and Tax
How to be a tax-wise writer $16
members
($21 non-members)

Moral Rights

From elsewhere

Publishing in Periodicals

An Introduction to New
Zealand Publishing
Including the directory of PANZ
members. Available from PANZ,
PO Box 102 006, North Shore
City, Auckland 0745 or www.
publishers.org.nz rrp $25 –
discount available to NZSA
members.

Getting Help with your
manuscript

Literary Competition
Guide
Anthology Rates
Funding Applications
How to Organise a
Literary Event
Book Sales overseas
The NZ public lending
right explained
International Pen
Free to members ($15
non-members)
Booklets
(postage is extra)
Digital Publishing Guide
by Martin Taylor
this guide will introduce you to
digital publishing. Its goal is to
explain how you can produce
an ebook and sell it in NZ and
internationally.
The Business of Writing
Your guide to negotiating
a publishing contract $16
members ($21 non-members)
The Self-Publishing
Guide
What you need to know to
successfully self-publish your
book. $16 members
($21 non-members)
Digital

Publishing Guide
By Martin Taylor

NZ Society of Authors (PEN NZ Inc)
TE PuNI kAITuhI o AoTEAroA

The Business
of Writing

Writing and Illustrating
for Children
Excellent guide to NZ publishers’
requirements and addresses. $5
from Christchurch City Library,
Box 1466, Christchurch.
Bookshop
All books have a $2
postage charge per
book
The Theatre Writer’s
Guide: Hot tips for
Good Scripts
By Roger Hall, Playmarket,
102pp. A guide to writing plays
by one of New Zealand's best
playwrights. $21.00 ($24.95
non members).
Juicy Writing
Inspiration and Techniques for
Young Writers. By Brigid Lowry.
Finalist in the NZ Post Children
& Young Adults Awards 2009.
Brigid takes you on a journey to
discover yourself and what you
Getting published
NZ Society of Authors (PEN NZ Inc)
TE PuNI kAITuhI o AoTEAroA

NZ Society of Authors (PEN NZ Inc)
TE PuNI kAITuhI o AoTEAroA

SelfPublishing

A writers’ guide
NZ Society of Authors (PEN NZ Inc)
TE PuNI kAITuhI o AoTEAroA

really want to say, and how to
make it juicy and original. NZSA
members $20.00 members
($24.99 non members)
Write: A 30-day Guide to
Creative Writing
By Sarah Quigley, Penguin.
Write can be used as a
step-by-step guide, or can
be dipped into randomly for
ideas and inspiration. $25.50
($29.95 non members)
So You Want to Write
By Joan Rosier-Jones, Tandem
Press, 160pp. A guide to writing
from getting started to getting
published. $24 ($27.99 non
members).
New Zealand Writer’s
Handbook
Bateman New Zealand Writer’s
Handbook 5th edition. $33
($35.99 non members)
too Good to miss
56 NZ writers and illustrators
for children and young adults,
compiled by Barbara Murison.
$12.00 members ($15.00
non members), from NZSA
bookshop.
THE SECRETS OF
GHOSTWRITING By Richard
Webster $10 members
$14 non members
How to Write and Sell
Short Stories
by Della Galton
$22.99 to members.
($29.99 non members).
Love Writing – how to
make money writing
romantic or
erotic fiction
Sue Moorcroft $22.99 to
members ($29.99 non members).
Wannabe a writer?
Jane Wenham-Jones
$22.99 to members
($29.99 non members).
Marketing
Your Book

Writers and Tax

Some questions answered

NZ Society of Authors (PEN NZ Inc)
TE PuNI kAITuhI o AoTEAroA

NZ Society of Authors (PEN NZ Inc)
TE PuNI kAITuhI o AoTEAroA
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Writing from the Heart
– how to write
for children
Joy Cowley $20 to members
($25.00 non members).
AUTHORPRENESEURSHIP
by Hazel Edwards $22.99
members $29.99 non members
Discounting
Bookstores
These booksellers give NZSA
members a 10% discount off the
retail price of books.
The following bookstores offer
10% discount on books to
NZSA members. Please support
them. Use your membership
card as identification.
Whangarei – Market Books
85 Cameron St 20% discount
Auckland – Rare Books 6
High Street; Time Out Bookstore
Mt Eden Village; Unity Books 19
High St; Pathfinder Bookshop 38
Lorne St; Women’s Bookshop 105
Ponsonby Rd; Hard to Find Books
171-173 The Mall Onehunga.
Hamilton – Poppies Bookshop
Casabella Lane, 307 Barton St.
Napier – Beattie & Forbes
Booksellers 70 Tennyson St.
Masterton – Hedley’s
Booksellers, 150 Queen St.
Wellington – Unity Books
57 Willis St; Vicbooks (Kelburn
Campus) Level 4 Student Union
Building, Gate 3, 1 Kelburn
Parade; Vicbooks (Pipitea
Campus), Ground Floor,
Rutherford House, 23 Lambton
Quay; Quilters Bookshop 35
Ghuznee St.
Nelson – Page & Blackmore
Booksellers 254 Trafalgar St.
Christchurch – Scorpio
Books 113 Riccarton Rd;
University Bookshop Ilam.; Paper
Plus Barrington 15% discount,
Barrington Mall; Piccadilly
Bookshop, Avonhead Mall.
Dunedin – University of Otago
Bookshop 378 Great King St.
Nationwide – Bennetts
Bookshops, www.bennetts.co.nz
Selected PaperPlus stores,
www.paperplus.co.nz

The Quizmaster

by John MacKinven

Literary Quiz:
1. Who is the Book Council’s current
resident ‘Reading Doctor’?
2. Which award-winning short fiction
writer, essayist and playwright
published her debut book of poems on
20 March this year? And the name of
her collection?
3. Another New Zealand writer’s debut
publication, a novel from Text called
The Train to Paris, is launching at this
year’s New Zealand Festival Writers’
Week. Who is the author?
4. A 2013 novel by a well-known
Christchurch-based writer has been
described by a reviewer as ‘an achingly
beautiful meditation on memory, loss,
love, identity and the ravages of war’.
Name the writer, and his novel.
5. ‘There is no past, present or future.
Using tenses to divide time is like
making chalk marks on water.’ Whose
words are these, and in which of her
celebrated novels do they appear?
6. Described as ‘...a fairytale of a sort,
filtered through the unique lens of Janet
Frame’s experiences and psyche...
it’s no fable for children. As short as
it is, it’s unsparing in its themes of
love, loss and loneliness.’ Recently out
from Penguin, this ‘odd little tale’ has
been ‘...published posthumously, the
manuscript’ having ‘gathered dust in the
Hocken Library archive for many years’.
The title, please.?
7. Who is the 2014 recipient of the
Storylines Margaret Mahy Medal for
outstanding achievement in the field of
children’s literature?
8. Anna Vorontosov is the narrator of
which classic New Zealand novel?
9. This highly regarded and versatile
author has written over twenty novels,
plays and non-fiction works on a broad
range of topics. A reviewer has noted:
‘What unifies his books is that they all
focus on the place where politics and
personal morality meet, whether ...in
Northland... in Berlin [or] ...in Sicily...’
Who is he?
10. And this little-known fiction writer
arrived in New Zealand as a refugee
at the outbreak of World War II and
stayed until 1947. In that time she
produced a ‘small but impressive’ body
of work, collected in a single volume,
edited and introduced by the poet
Kendrick Smithyman and published in
1987. Who is the writer and what is
the title of her collection?.
Answers on page 24

The tppa

The TPPA – What could it mean for Authors
From page 19

Zealanders. It is also hard to see how
allowing a publisher to block import of
legitimately sourced books from another
country into the US serves the interests of
the author (and, anyway, the US Supreme
Court agreed that that was a bad idea in its
Kirtsaeng decision last year).

ISP involvement
Watch out also for changes to the way in
which internet service providers address
copyright infringement and clarification
of their liability for that infringement. We
all know that the infringing file sharing
regime in New Zealand has been an abject
failure for all involved and this is an area
being struggled with everywhere. The US
itself is currently reviewing the Digital

Millennium Copyright Act (DMCA), which
is the law that gives ISPs safe harbour
if they operate a notice and takedown
regime. Google currently receives about
28 million such notices per month. The so
called “6 strikes” copyright notice system
operated voluntarily by the main ISPs in
the US is just coming into full use too.
The outcomes of the DMCA review and
statistics on whether 6 strikes is working
to reduce copyright infringement will
inevitably influence the US position in the
TPP negotiations.
Overall, TPP has the potential to make
dramatic changes to our copyright law, so
it’s definitely a space worth watching.
RJS@lojo.co.nz

New era for the School Journal
From page 21

Neale, is that the rates for writers were
increased by Learning Media to take
account of the commissioning model, and
that Lift has continued with those rates.
Neale stressed that every publication has a
budget; there might be room for
negotiation, but in the end the editor has
to negotiate out of that budget. “That’s the
way it is in 2014.”
Other questions covered publication in
Maori and Pasifika languages, the public
nature of work posted on the web and
whether artists and authors can maintain
any control over it, the nature of Creative
Commons licences (see http://
creativecommons.org.nz/), how artists can
get permission to post their own artwork
on their websites (answer: contact Lynne
Smith, Senior IP Advisor at the Ministry of
Education) and how the submission
process will manage to capture the
serendipitous magic for which NZ
children’s literature is world famous.
For those who have been involved with
Learning Media for a long time, or started
their writing or illustrating careers there, it
is hard not to feel the loss of that
supportive environment where work was
welcomed at any time and feedback was
freely and generously given. However, as
Neale repeatedly pointed out, educational

publishing has changed fundamentally
since then. Once there was money in the
system for that kind of support; that
doesn’t exist any more. “Publishing is a
tough business”, these are hard times for
everyone and “we’re in it together.” But
despite the tough times, Neale said that
they still a have a passion for producing
material that teachers and students love.

FINDING NEW TALENT
Lift Education has come up with some
innovative ways to discover and nurture
new talent. These include a mentoring
scheme for Maori and Pasifika writers, a
School Journal writing competition open
to all writers, published or unpublished
(closing date 30 June 2104) and two
fortnightly windows of opportunity for
published authors, illustrators and
photographers to submit examples of their
work, or descriptions of topics or genres
that they are especially interested in
(17-31 March and 20-31 October 2014).
Anyone who has worked for Lift
Education before and is already on their
books doesn’t need to re-apply on those
dates, but it would be a good opportunity
to send an updated resume and express a
wish to write in other styles, eg plays,
poems or fiction if you normally write
non-fiction, and vice versa.

Further details about these and other information for writers, illustrators and photographers
can be seen on the Lift Education website.
http://www.lifteducation.com/our-work/information-for-writers/
This article originated as an e-article made available to members via the e-news 21st March 2014.
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THE NEW ZEALAND SOCIETY OF AUTHORS
(Pen New Zealand Inc) Te Puni Kaituhi o Aotearoa

No responsibility can be accepted by NZ Author for claims
made in these advertisements. Casual rates for up to 30
words, $41+GST, $24+GST for multiple bookings of 4 or
more. Payment with booking. Deadline 27 June 2014

Freelance editor Over 30 years’ experience: general
fiction, short stories, thrillers, romances, historicals, sci-fi,
plays, family histories, theses, government documents.
References. Lesley Marshall, Editline, 20 Beverley Cres.,
RD9, Whangarei 0179 Ph (09) 434-6814, editline@xtra.
co.nz. Member NZAMA.
Norman Bilbrough Manuscript Assessments
Experienced writer, teacher and assessor of fiction (adult,
teenage and children’s) and nonfiction. For brochure
contact: 2/144 Mairangi Rd., Wilton, Wellington. ph:
04 4726824 norman@msassess.com or: http://www.
msassess.com/ Member NZAMA
Fresh Words Daily: Rae McGregor MA: Author and
experienced creative writing tutor. Assessments for fiction
and non-fiction. For a brochure: Apartment 1105, 85
Beach Road, CBD, Auckland 1010: (09) 578 0125 or
email mcgregors@xtra.co.nz Member NZAMA
GET PUBLISHED. Writer Julia Millen and editor/designer
Lynn Peck offer professional publishing services for
short-story collections, personal/family memoirs, local
histories. Contact: Writes Hill Press (04)4767370 or
email: lynn@writeshillpress.co.nz
GEOFF WALKER PUBLISHING CONSULTANT
Highly experienced former Penguin NZ publisher. I offer
editing, manuscript assessment, publishing consultancy,
self-publishing/e-book options. Fiction and non-fiction.
Member NZAMA. Contact: geoffwbooks@gmail.com,
09-3788875.
MANUSCRIPT ASSESSMENTS – SUE REIDY Experienced
assessor of general adult fiction and YA (teenage) fiction.
Published author of four works of fiction (three
internationally published). Contact: suereidy@gmail.com,
(09) 378 8883
Digital-First Publishing for Print and Ebooks
From manuscript or finished book, publish and market
books and ebooks online. Full-service publishing support
from Martin Taylor, NZ's foremost digital publishing expert.
martin@digitalpublishing101.com
Assessments – Tina Shaw
For fiction and non-fiction, YA, children's and adult
manuscripts. Experienced assessor, member of NZAMA and
author of the Bateman New Zealand Writer's Handbook.
Contact shaw.tina@gmail.com
Writers’ Retreats
Michael King Writers’ Centre, Devonport,
Auckland – Accommodation for writers. Bedroom with
private bathroom and desk. Broadband. Suitable as a
quiet place to work or as a base for research in Auckland.
Shared living areas, usually with one other writer in
residence. $195 per week ($170 for NZSA members), incl
GST. One week minimum. Lounge may be available for
small literary events.Apply to administrator@writerscentre.
org.nz or phone 09 445 8451.
Foxton Beach, near Palmerston North.
Three-bedroom house with view available for
pleasant, peaceful writing. $14 p/night to cover
expenses. For NZSA and NZ Writers Guild members.
Ph Peter & Dianne Beatson (06)356-8251.
Miscellaneous
Drama assessments: write to Playmarket, Box 9767,
Wellington, or email info@playmarket.org.nz.
QUIZMASTER ANSWERS: 1. Kate de Goldi. 2. Alice Miller:
The Limits. 3. Sebastian Hampson. 4. Carl Nixon: The
Virgin and the Whale. 5. Janet Frame: Faces in the Water.
6. The Mijo Tree. 7. Author and illustrator David Elliott.
8. Spinster by Sylvia Ashton-Warner. 9. James McNeish.
10. Greville Texidor: In Fifteen Minutes You Can Say a Lot.

NZSA is an association of more than 1450 writers working together to improve
conditions for New Zealand writers. NZSA also works on behalf of writers everywhere
whose freedom of expression is endangered.
President of Honour:
Gavin Bishop
President:
Kyle Mewburn

to get to know fellow-writers where they
live; to report on NZSA with other writers’
groups they belong to, and also get
Branch News as appropriate.

Northland Branch

Wellington Branch

National Council Delegate:
Diana Menefy
Branch Chair: Kathy Derrick
kderrick@xtra.co.nz
Secretary: Phyll Holroyd
phyll.margaret@gmail.com
The Northland Branch meets on the
3rd Saturday of every month, except for
January. Meeting venues change monthly
so please contact the chairperson or
secretary to find the next location.
Ph Daphne (09)434 6701 or
Lesley (09)434 6814

Auckland Branch

National Council Delegate:
Brent Leslie
Branch Chair: Kirsten Warner
Secretary: Thomas Lodge
thlodge@yahoo.co.uk
Branch meetings: 1st Friday of the
month. 6.15pm at Room WT1211,
12th Floor, AUT Tower, cnr Rutland and
Wakefield Street, Auckland.

Hamilton Branch

National Council Delegate:
Brent Leslie
Branch Chair: Scott Bainbridge
investigate.scott@xtra.co.nz
Secretary: Huia Naera
olivialoveswriting@gmail.com
The Hamilton branch meets on the third
Sunday of the month at 1.30pm at Cafe
Fresca, 78 Allison Street (off Kahikatea
Drive), Hamilton.

Central Districts Branch
National Council Delegate:
Anna Mackenzie
Branch Chair: John Ross
j.c.ross@massey.ac.nz
Secretary: Anne Henderson
ahenderson8@clear.net.nz
Membership Secretary:
Anne Henderson
ahenderson8@clear.net.nz
Branch meets four times a year, usually
on Sunday pm. Visitors welcome.

Bay of Plenty Branch

National Council Delegate:
Bruce Erasmus
brucelerasmus@gmail.com.
Branch Chair: Jenny Argante
76A Vale Street, Otumoetai,
Tauranga 3110. (07)576-9212
wordwizard41@xtra.co.nz
Branch Treasurer: Ian Meredith
(07)868-2670, i.meredith@xtra.co.nz
Secretary: Sue Emms
(07)348-0700
sue.emms@xtra.co.nz.
Bay of Plenty Regional Branch holds
only two meeting a year – the AGM in
May and a Christmas ‘social’ sometime
in December. Members are encouraged

National Council Delegate:
Frances Cherry
Branch Chair:
Philippa Werry werry@paradise.net.nz
Secretary: Vivienne Ball
viviennemayball@gmail.com joint with
Philippa Werry
Meetings are at Thistle Inn,
Mulgrave Street, Wellington

Top of the South Branch

National Council Delegate:
Jean Gorman
jean_gorman@ihug.co.nz
Branch Chair: Chrissie Ward
cj.ward@xtra.co.nz
Secretary: Jean Gorman
jean_gorman@ihug.oc.nz
The branch committee meets monthly in
Nelson or Blenheim, and regular events
are held in Nelson, Marlborough and
Golden Bay.

Canterbury Branch

National Council Delegate:
Jenny Haworth jjhaworth@xtra.co.nz
Branch Chair: Kathleen Gallagher
doygalpress@yahoo.com
Secretary: Bronwen Jones
bronwenj@xtra.co.nz
Branch meets monthly. Contact Jenny
Haworth for dates and times.

Otago/Southland Branch

National Council Delegate:
Karen Trebilcock
ak.trebilcock@xtra.co.nz
Branch Chair: Jackie Ballantyne
jgb2@xtra.co.nz
Secretary: Jackie Ballantyne
jgb2@xtra.co.nz
Branch meets on first Monday of the month.
For details of Branch meetings
contact the Branch Secretary
NZ PEN Centre
PEN International
Representative: Dr Nelson Wattie
WiP Co-ordinator: Lesley Marshall
Consultancy Service:
Contact the National Office
Copyright Licensing New
Zealand: Vanda Symon,
Tony Simpson and Stephen Stratford.
We also have representatives on the
Copyright Council, the Book Council
International Writers Committee, the
NZ Book Awards Management Group,
the PLR Advisory Group, the CLNZ
Non-fiction Award Management Group,
the Whitireia Polytechnic Advisory
Committee, the Burns Fellowship
Selection Committee and we have a
NorthTech Advisory Council.

